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QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN

Undergraduate
Courses
Three-year Academic Degree
Accredited by the Italian Ministry of Education
Programs constantly updated to stay
abreast of innovations, and training
activities that involve the students, from
the very first year, in real and stimulating
projects: these are just some of the
reasons why choosing our Undergraduate
Courses is an effective and strategic
choice for your professional future.

Graphic &
Communication Design
Habitat Design
Interaction Design
Game Design
First Level Academic Diploma
QIAD Diploma
Software Certificates
3 YEARS

180 CFA (Academic Credits)
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Alessia Vitali
Director of Academic Affairs

QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN

Three is
your magic
number.
“We do not tell our
students which
path to follow.
We provide the
tools and methods
they can use to find
their own path,
free to decide and
to surprise us.”
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Graphic &
Communication
Design
The course trains creative professionals
who are competent in all areas of visual
communication.The student develops
the skills to design and realise projects
in a vast array of enterprises and contexts:
product design and packaging, strategic
design, commercial and social advertisement
campaigns, location-specific graphic projects
and the publishing industry.

Become
Art Director
Editorial Designer
Brand Designer
Multimedia Designer
Copywriter
Motion Designer
Photographer

QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN

The course offers job opportunities in all areas of web and graphic
design. Visual communication designers are professional figures
who are much sought after by advertising agencies, production
companies, professional firms, and communication companies. The
Quasar educated designers are able to adapt to the continuous
technological evolution of today; to understand the cultural dynamics
of the context in which they operate; and to consider the economic and
productive aspects involved in any project. They can work as graphic
designers in a variety of fields, in visual communication, in advertising
and integrated communication agencies, and in all publishing sectors.
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QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN

Triennial Program

1
2
3

1st YEAR PROGRAM
Basic design
Computer graphics
Graphic design
Technical drawing
History of contemporary art
Lettering
Perception theory
Digital photography
Aesthetics of the visual arts
Total

2nd YEAR PROGRAM
Design history
Graphic art techniques
Design for publishing
Product design
Brand design
Packaging
Visual design
Design management
English
Elective
Conferences, competitions, traineeships, etc
Total

3rd YEAR PROGRAM
Media studies
Web design
Art direction
Graphic design 2
Information design systems
Web marketing
Elective
Conferences, competitions, traineeships, etc.
Final thesis
Total

CFA
8
4
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
60

CFA
8
4
8
6
6
6
6
6
2
4
4
60

CFA
8
8
4
8
6
6
6
6
8
60
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Habitat
Design
The course deals with the study of the
physical, natural and artificial structures
we inhabit. Spaces of life and work, green
spaces, everyday objects: they are all part of
the historical and cultural heritage that the
Habitat Designer creates, molds and shapes.

Become
Interior Designer
Product Designer
Garden Designer
Exhibition
Designer Modeler
Scenographer
Renderer

QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN

The course aims to provide students with the
technical knowledge and education to design
and produce projects on both the artisanal
and industrial level, so that they can start their
professional careers speedily and satisfyingly.
Graduates acquire a solid planning method that
combines creativity and rigour, supported by
adequate skills in manual and computer-assisted
representation, and by in-depth knowledge of the
most advanced software available for 2D and 3D
design and virtual modelling.
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Triennial Program

1
2
3

1st YEAR PROGRAM
Design methodology
History of applied arts
History of contemporary architecture
History of contemporary arts
Technical and design drawing
Computer design basics
Materials science
Design studio 1
Elective
Conferences, competitions, traineeships, etc.
Total
2nd YEAR PROGRAM
New materials science
Digital photography
3D digital modelling techniques 1
Product design
Design studio 2
Landscape design
Aesthetics of visual arts
Perception theory
Elective
English
Conferences, competitions, traineeships, etc.
Total
3rd YEAR PROGRAM
Product design
3D digital modelling techniques 2
Design studio 3
Phenomenology of contemporay art
Layouts and visualization techniques
Exhibit design
Multimedia installations
Design management
Theories and techniques of interaction
Final thesis
Total

CFA
6
6
6
4
8
6
6
10
4
4
60
CFA
6
4
4
6
6
6
8
6
6
2
6
60
CFA
6
6
8
4
6
6
6
6
4
8
60
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Interaction
Design

The course aims to train
designers who approach in a
critical and comprehensive way the
complex area of multimedia design,
including physical computing and robotics,
web and app design, and augmented reality.
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Become
Interaction Designer
Digital Designer
Web Designer
Communication Designer
Media Designer
Web Developer
Project Manager
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Interaction Design is the discipline that
studies how digital technologies
permeate daily life to an increasing
extent. In this context, “interaction” is
understood in a broader sense, starting
from the relationship between man and
machine, i.e. user and device. Students
of this course will learn the most
advanced web techniques; they will
become not simply developers, but
designers of User Experience (UX). The
study of Interface Design (UI) will delve
into the world of mobile apps and
analyse projects that integrate different
media. The course also includes the
study of Tangible Interaction, i.e. the
construction of physical interfaces,
interactive machines and immersive
environments through creative
programming, videomapping,
augmented reality and virtual reality.
In addition, the course provides
theoretical lessons that teach the
sensitivity required in a wide range
of contexts, such as artistic projects,
museum exhibitions
and games.
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Triennial Program
1st YEAR PROGRAM

1

Interface design
Computer graphics
Digital image processing
Programming
Theories and techniques of interaction
Multimedia communication
Drawing techniques – 3D modelling
Laws of information and digital communication
Total

2nd YEAR PROGRAM

2

Technology and digital application
Mass media studies
Digital photography
Multimedia design
Interactive software design
Interaction design
Web marketing
Elective
English
Conferences, competitions, traineeships, etc.
Total

3rd YEAR PROGRAM

3

Sound design
Interactive systems
Integrated new media technologies
Multimedia installations
Exhibit communication
Elective
Conferences, competitions, traineeships, etc.
Final thesis
Total

CFA
10
8
6
12
8
8
4
4
60

CFA
6
6
4
8
10
10
6
2
4
4
60

CFA
4
10
6
10
8
6
6
10
60
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Game
Design
The course aims to train brilliant
Game Designers with solid design and
technical skills. The Quasar-educated
Game Designer can forge a career in
the videogame industry, in the previsualization area of cinematography, in
the creation of exhibitions for the arts,
and in all institutions and companies
interested in gamification.

Become
Game Designer
Interaction Designer
Pre-Visualization Artist
Exhibition Curator

QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN

This intensive course in Game Design trains professionals
who can work with, and consult for, any kind of company
and institution, on both technical and design aspects.
The course has three main areas of study: videogame
design; pre-visualization for cinema; design and
curation of artistic spaces. Students will achieve a solid
theoretical knowledge in Game Theory, Gamification
and Contemporary Art, as well as the best technological
know-how. Classes range from the study of game
engines to in-depth 3D and 2D rendering; they include
the design of sound, virtual and in-real-life spaces
and the use of the latest technologies available on the
Mocap AR and VR market.
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Triennial Program

1
2
3

1st YEAR PROGRAM
Game theory
Digital image processing
Theories and techniques of interaction
Drawing techniques - 3D modelling
Laws of information and digital communication
Computer graphics
Interface design
Videogame softwares/1
Multimedia communication
Total

CFA
6
6
8
4
4
8
4
12
8
60

2nd YEAR PROGRAM
Multimedia design - audio authoring
Interaction design
Interactive software design
Videogame softwares/2
Digital photography
Net marketing - game marketing
Theories and techniques of pre-visualization
Digital technologies and applications
Elective
Conferences, workshops, competitions, etc.
English
Total

CFA
4
10
4
10
4
6
6
6
4
4
2
60

3rd YEAR PROGRAM

CFA

Sound spaces projects
Exhibition communication - gamification and art curation
Interactive systems - physical computing
Videogame softwares/3
Techniques for integrated new media
Multimedia installations - interactive spaces
Elective
Conferences, workshops, competitions, etc.
Final thesis
Total

4
8
4
6
6
10
6
6
10
60
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COUNSELLING
Do you want to make the right choice?
Let’s talk about it!
At Quasar Institute for Advanced Design
you can count on targeted and
strategic advice, to help you choose the
courses and formulas most in line with your
needs and aspirations. Our Orientation Office
and our teachers are at your disposal for
personalized, in-depth orientation interviews.
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Admission requirements
In order to enroll in the Undergraduate,
the student must have obtained
a Secondary School Diploma or
equivalent qualification. To enroll in
Postgraduate courses, the student must
have a First Level Academic Degree or
equivalent. Professionals can access our
Postgraduate courses, provided they pass
an interview that certifies their suitability.
Summer courses do not have access
requirements.
How to enroll
Students can enroll by submitting the
appropriate application and related
documents either to our office or through
our official website.
Scholarships and facilitations
Each year Quasar supports talent and
creativity by providing scholarships
and finacial facilitations. Students can
contact our Orientation Office for more
information.
https://quasarinstitute.it
info@quasarinstitute.it

QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN
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Partnerships

Certifications

CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE
DEGLI INGEGNERI

QUASAR INSTITUTE
FOR ADVANCED DESIGN
Via Crescenzio 17/A
00193 Rome
Tel: +39 06 8557078
quasarinstitute.it
info@quasarinstitute.it

QUASAR INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED DESIGN
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> Postgraduate
> Summer

Via Crescenzio 17/A
00193 Rome
Tel: +39 06 8557078
quasarinstitute.it
info@quasarinstitute.it

